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ELS 
The new album 

includes the single'Days are OK' 

EST 13070 

Reviewed by SPOON LUDGATE 

TOUPEE OR 
NOT TOUPEE 

SHINGLES OF THE WEEK 
FRANK SINATRA: 'Theme From New York, New 
York' (Reprise). A single spot(Ight picks out the slight 
figure In a dinner jacket and bow lie. As the opening 
bars of 'New York' play he saunters across the - 
stage, -shaking hands with admiring fans as he goes. 
Arid .)hat voice . . for sheer classic content this Is a 

toupee and shoulders above the rest, high kicks and 
all. Bo'und.lo be a hit for this veteran of countless 
movies and countless songs which were good, bad 
or plain embarrassing. Frank does it his way and 
comes'up smelling of roses. 

BROKEN HOME: 'No Chance' (WEA). That voice 
behind now defunct Mr Big gets a second chance. 
Dicken has a clear, distinctive set of vocal chords, 
which elevate a strong song into a great one. This Is 
taken:from their debut album which is as consistently 
good as this. Dicken sings in the style of Sting bulls 
coming from a different direction altogether. Broken 
Home are a band who deserve a fair hearing. If they 
get It this will be a hit. 

THE PROFESSIONALS: 'Just Another Dream' 
(Virgin). Cookjones in what must be the final variation, 
of the Pistols package. The usual three chords 
rumble out,in yet another guise. but it gets to you. 
although I,hale to admit It. It's actually much more 
musical than before and is tailor-made for the juke 
box. 

TELEX: 'We Are All Getting Old' (Sire). One of the 
few electronic bands that can Iii into the same world 
the rest of us habitate. Froggy bands who sing in 
English are immediately doing themselves a favour. 
Telex have always been totally Ignored and 
unfortunately I can't see that situation being altered. 

MARTHA AND THE MUFFINS: 'About insomnia' 
(Dindisc). They gel better and better. About the only 
really stylish band to come out of Canada -In the last 
two years. Whoever plays the saxophone In this band 
does a good job blowing away and the Marthas gel 
into some enthusiastic Muffin diving. 

JOHN FOXX: 'Burning Car' (Virgin). Foxx is a kind of 
Gary Numan without velium. Nice bloots and parps 
on synthesiser make up an interesting montage of 
electronic Indigestion. John can't sing to save his life - he, sounds like Bowie circa 'Man Who Sold The 
World' but the day is saved by the instrumental 
ideas. Not a hit, because everyóne will think It's 
Numan and will subsequently slag him off for - 
imitation, such is the degree of nearsighted 
boneheadedness around, 

EDDIE RABBIT: 'Driving My Life Away' (Eiektra). In 
the Steve Gibbons mould. Eddie spits out this ditty 
like a lump of chewing bacca. Michael Aspel on 
Capital Radio thinks this is lab and so do I - such is 
the taste of of baggy eyes. 

ANDY FAIRWEATHER LOW:'Let"Ya Beedie Lam 
Barn' (Warner Bros). Weeeetll . . not bad. Hopefully 
more than a'last word from a has-been. Probably 
fated to the same path as Ronnie Lane, ie: enjoyable, 
harmless, hopalong lunes but really nothing more. 

FRANKIE MILLER: 'Why Don't You Spend The Night' 
(Chrysalis). Well produced vocals wasted on a very 
dull tune and embarrassing lyrics. "Night I Morning 
light,/ long way home (-you'll be alone". 

TALKING HEADS: 'Cities' (Sire). Pretentious art 
band obsessed by willies come up with another of 
their idiosyncratic numbers with the customary 
treatment by David Byrne on vocals. One of. the few 
bands that are around who possess their own 
identity. Goes on a bit. 

BODYSNATCHERS: 'Easy Life' (Two Tone). Not as 
good as 'Rocksteady' but then nothing they do is. 
Tedious bleating from the least talented of the 
current crop of all girl skankers. 

SKA FISH: 'Obsessions Of You' (Illegal). An 
overrated novelty, this strange Man with the huge 
nose and no sideboards drags through this song In a 

kind of accidental way. 

I" be 2": 'Frustration' (WEA). Produced by Johnny 
Rotten and starring his kid brother Jimmy, this is a 

jolly, If tuneless, song about getting pissed off in the 
nick. All this working class angst is a pain In the 
arse. Cashing In on it is.even worse. 

MARK ANDREWS AND THE GENTS: 'Does It Get To 
You Like it Gets To Me' NUM). Mark sounds a bit 
like stable -mate Joe Jackson: but expecting total 
originality every time is asking too much. It's a 
reasonably successful attempt, if modest, and Mark's 
voice is basically quite attractive. 

CHEAP TRICK: 'Everything Works If You Let It' 
(Epic). This is from the 'Roadie' soundtrack as are a 
number of other,boring FM songs. The Trick have 
gone to the dogs recently and this reinforces that 
impression. Very yawnful indeed. 

TOM PETTY AND THE HEARTBREAKERS: 'Don't Do 
Me Like That / Century City / Stories We Can Tell / 
Something Else (MCA). An interesting concoction, 
the highlight being Petty's version of Vicious's 
'Something Else' Could Petty be the Sid of the 
United States Western Seaboard. I'm not sure how 
much MCA want for this little lot but if it's the usual 
£500, it's a snip. 

GRACE JONES: 'Private Lite' (island). Surprisingly 
good effort from an ex-Iashlon model. Chrissie 
Hynde's song is given a faithful rendering with a 
heavy dose of disco for good measure. I think Grace 
is the kind of star type star we need, even If her 
head is too big In relation to her body and she wears 
shower curtains. 

THE PHOTOS: 'Friends' (CBS). You heard about this 
band here first. Loved by the public and loathed by 
the media because they break all,the unwritten rules 
of coolness and credibility. They have a female 
singer for a start (gasp), they use strings (argh), they 
aren't particularly interested in blow jobs In the bog 
(Molorhead) or dying (Joy Division) or drugs (just 
about any one you care to think of). You can always 
be sure that If the media hate 'em they've got a 
chance (Police, Pretenders, Blondle, Beatles). Wrong 
choice for a single,by the way, but as we're album 
bleeding it should have been 'Maxine'. 

PAULINE MURRAY AND THE INVISIBLE GIRLS: 
'Dream Sequences' (llusive). First offering from 
Pauline's self -formed label. I really like this too - 
she has such an original, wistful voice. Probably 
won't get played on thesadio because she says "my 
naked body" - whoops. TOTP would ban it if they 
weren't on strike. Good stuff Pauline - looking 
forward to future developments. 
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PAULINE MURRAY: original, wistful voice 


